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Visitors...

•

Spring is sprung a leak!

•

We have not had a meeting for a long time, since
the COVID-19 started. We might have to plan a
meeting at the field on a Saturday.

•

Mark the date, April 16th, Saturday, there will
be a PCC Swap Meet for the club. Bring your
excess inventory and cash!

•

A Field Clean Up Day also being mentioned,
but we will wait for the weather to clear a bit
more and the ground a little too soft for the
mowing operations. The runway needed to be deweed.

•

Since the last newsletter, we have three working
weed-whackers and two mowers readied for
action. The rain, as little as we got, turned on the
growing instinct of the grass, weeds and pretty
much of all the green things!

Back in February, former PCC President
Marco Pinto and his father (left) paid us a
visit. Said he is readied to fly with us again.
Photo here with Ray Squires and Dave
Santana.

Remember to
Clean Up after Yourself
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Event Traffic Alert:

Next Meeting……..

Dr. Mike alerted me regarding the
HMB Triathlon has been rescheduled
from April 10th ( because of the opening of the salmon season) to Sunday,
May 1st. Even though the event start
time is at 6:45 am, at the Pillar Point Harbor Parking lot. There will be traffic starting earlier than that
time. It is usually over by noon or so, but spectator
traffic may lingered at the area a bit longer. It is not
known what is the bike route and how far south it will
be. So plan your route carefully.
The 2022 Pacific Coast Dream Machines ( normally held at the last Sunday of April) is cancelled this year. So
you don’t have to worry the traffic on
April 24th.
For other events, check here,

http://www.flypcc.org

Chetcuti Room
Millbrae Library
450 Poplar Avenue, Millbrae, Ca.

January XX , 2022 7:30 p.m.

https://www.visithalfmoonbay.org/events

Richardson Field elevations
San Mateo County ALERT is an alert notification
system used to immediately contact you during urgent or emergency situations.
You can set alerts to send emergency and nonemergency text and voice messages to your:
1. email accounts
2. cell phones, smartphones, tablets
3. voice messages to landline phones (home &
work)
SMC ALERT is free.
(Your carrier may charge you a fee to receive alerts
on your wireless device). SMC ALERT is available
in all cities and towns in San Mateo County.

https://www.smcgov.org/ceo/smc-alert
It will alert you the traffic situations; accidents, road
closures and other traffic events. It is very helpful
when you are travelling in the coastal area. You can
also sign up alerts from different regions.
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Visitors cont...

Maintenance Work
Sometimes a simple job required a village…
The mounting bracket holding the weather station
was found heavily corroded, given it was there for a
few years coast with rain and salty sea fog attacking
it!
Dave Santana had made a replacement for it and s
small village to replace the bracket and clean the
sensors.

A few week later, another former PCC
President Jeff Mate popped up at PCC
unannounced! He stayed for a while and
had conversations with everyone.

Safety Reminder

More than one occasion that the charging
station switch was found with the key still in
it and power left ON. If you are the last
person using the charging station, please
turn the switch to OFF, remove the key and
hang it on the hook as in the picture.
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The old rusted bracket.
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Tom Spencer
Tom was a very active member of PCC back when
PCC was flying at Alves Dairy and Deany’s. I
borrowed his picture album and here are some of the
pictures he took with a film camera.

Tom is a truth builder, he built a Kadet Senior, a
Kadet, and these three different sizes (0.049, 0.020
and 0.010 powered) Kadets.

Alves Dairy Field, taken from a Sig Kadet Senior,
you can see the green wing on top of the picture.
The field is populated with houses now. The view is
looking towards the Pacific Ocean.

Tom also built a few Cub’s too. This is a 1/4 scale
version.

Close-up of the runway and pit area.

Tom and Joe De Renzi, with matching airplanes.
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Here is his 1/3 Scale Cub, powered with a Zenoah
80 c.c. twin, at the Deany’s field near Martin’s
beach.
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Tom Spencer, con’t..

Tom also donated 7 planes (in various conditions)
to PCC. A few of them already distributed to
various members. There is another 1/4 scale Extra
still unspoken for. And a sport trainer designed by
Tom. If you have any interested in either one,
contact Dave Santana or Brian Chan. Thank you,
Tom.

Various sizes of Super Kaoses(?), not ARF’s! Not
sure these were all Tom’s but he had the photo!

A Kadet from Tom, converted to E-Power, is back in
the sky again.

PCC Swap Meet
Some old faces way back in the 80’s? Can you name
them? Jake Chichilitti, Mike Nadler and ???

Date: April 16th, Saturday
Time: about 9 am to noon
Where: PCC Richardson Field
Bring in your excess RC related inventories
to exchange for other treasures that other
members may have or trade for cash. This
is primary for PCC members but other
guesses are welcome. No fee for selling. You
might want to bring a table to put your
goodies on.

Tom with 1/4 scale Extra(?), powered by Moki 1.80
cu.in. glow engine.
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Random Sightings….

Something will never change, even in a new year. It
bound to happen, only the hangar queens do not
crash!

A C-130 doing a low pass over the field! G. Ashford
Photo.

Another beautiful California Sunday!
Ken’s new toy, a QQ designed FLEX FLS RV-8.
Powered a DLE 70 c.c. twin gas engine.

Robert’s new toy, given to him by Phil. A pretty good
flyer, I think Phil regrets about given it to Robert!
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OFFA* Wednesdays Sightings...

Congratulations to our newest OFFA member, Ken
A, he just retired in February, now he can enjoy
flying with the OFFA’s on Wednesdays!

Mike with his electric Telemaster Electro.

Some of the founding members of OFFA!
Mitch enjoys a warm day sun!

When it windy, we stayed behind the car to keep
warm.
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Burt caught red handed! That’s how we roll on
Wednesdays! Haha, jelly donut roll, get it?
*OFFA , Old Fart Flying Association.
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